Who’s Your Daddy? Part 5
Starlight, Shine Bright
Gen 1:14-19
November 24, 2002
Ps 19:1-6 The heavens declare the glory of God; and the firmament
shows His handiwork. Day unto day utters speech, and night unto night
reveals knowledge. There is no speech nor language where their voice
is not heard…
WHAT DO THE HEAVENLY BODIES TELL US?
•

The greater light is the sun__ and the lesser light is the moon__ .

•

The seasons are determined by ____the tilt of the earth________.

•

24-hour day – One rotation of Earth_____________ on its axis

•

365-day year – One orbit of Earth___________ around the sun

1. GOD IS EVERYWHERE - What is a light-year? – Approximately 6
trillion miles
2. GOD IS STRONG - What is a black hole? – An imploded star which
light cannot escape
3. GOD IS BIG - The Milky Way Galaxy with its 100 billion stars is
100,000 light-years across. There are ______________ known galaxies.

The Zodiac
Job 38:31-33 Can you bind the cluster of the Pleiades, or loose the belt of
Orion? Can you bring out Mazzaroth in its season? …
• Mazzaroth – Hebrew name for the Zodiac; “the path” of the sun in
the sky
• Secular interpretation is Prohibited__________ - Isa 47:10-14
• Hebrew names______ of stars, not the position of them, dictate the
pictures in the sky.
Constellation

Picture

Virgo
Bethulah

Virgin

Libra
Mozanaim

Scales &
Balances

Scorpius
Akrab

Scorpion

Sagittarius
Kesith

Archer

Capricorn
Gedi

Goat-fish

Interpretation
Virgin Mary/Promised seed of the Woman
Sin must be paid for/Scales of divine justice
Sin brings death/Seeking to wound
Two-natured conqueror
Earth’s corruption/Utter wickedness of
mankind

Living water or Noah’s flood/ Destruction
Aquarius
Water
of the primeval world by water
Scheatcan starlig
Pourer
Trivia-How
ht (MAN)
from stars
100,000 light years away be here if th
Pisces
Dagim

Fish

God’s remnant/Emergence of the true
people of God

4. GOD IS STILL MOVING - Galaxies are believed to be expanding at the
speed of light - Isa 40:22

Aries
Taleh

Ram

Sacrifice/Sacrifice of an innocent substitute
for sins

5. GOD IS SMART - Ps 147:4 He counts the number of the stars; He calls
them all by name.

Taurus
Shur

Bull

Resurrection/Resurrection of the slain Ram
as the mighty Bull

Gemini
Thaumin

Twins

Christ’s dual nature/The dual nature of the
reigning King

Cancer
Acubene

Crab

Leo
Arieh

Lion

6. GOD IS ARTISTIC - http://antwrp.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod/archivepix.html
http://seds.lpl.arizona.edu/billa/twn/m45.html

Trivia Question: How can starlight from stars 100,000 light years
away be seen here if the earth is only 10,000 years old?

Gathering of the redeemed from all ages
The King/Destruction of the fleeing serpent
by the Great King

